
Company Izonet is a representave and importer of ARDEX, ETERNO IVICA 
and L’ALTRA PIETRA’s products for Montenegro.
ETERNO IVICA® Srl is Italian company, which offers several programs, but we 
will represent to you their PEDESTAL program of the adjustable floor support.
ARDEX Baustoffe® is Austrian manufacturer of premium waterproofing.
LL’ALTRA PIETRA®, Granula Zandobbio S.p.A., is also Italian company that 
manufactures stone paving made of natural materials. Paving is top quality 
and it can be found in many different colors and dimensions. 



detail 01

detail 02

detail 03

STAR T – height only 10 mm allows 
system installaon even if there is low 
construcon altude (level).

Strong visual effect + simple impleme-
ntaon + economy. 

PPossibility of leveling different heights 
(elevaons) of floor in one unique 
height.

Space between pavement and constru-
con surface becomes in a significant 
termic and sound isolaon.

PPossibility to conduct and hide different 
instalaons without difficules, during 
construcon and aer it.

Strong mechanical resistance on 
impacts.

Unlimited possibilities of interventions 
like change of paving design, change of 
installations or recovery of waterproo-
ng below paving.

WWaterproong  system is not stiff and 
that is why stone paving system with 
adjustable support lasts much longer.

Because of “air layer”,  which during the 
summer cools the surface and during 
the winter prevent additional cooling, 
this system is energy efficient.

TThe ceramic surface absorbs signicantly 
less heat and cold.

ARDEX  RG 12  epoxy le grout
mosaic tiles
ARDEX X77W adhesive for mosaic tiles
ARDEX S 7 PLUS waterproof layer
reinforced construction

L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x2 cm ceramic
ARDEX 8+9 waterproofi layer
cement screed  under the slope of 1.5 %
reinforced censtrucon

other layers of the interior floor
reincorced construcon

detail 01

detail 03

detail 02

pool



model of the pool with waterproof layers and  ceramic paving

1A. ARDEX 8+9 waterproof layer   1B. ARDEX S 7 PLUS waterproof layer     2. ARDEX X77W adhesive for mosaic les  3. ARDEX RG 12 epoxy le grout   
4. ETERNO IVICA SEO adjustable floor support   5. L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x2 cm ceramic   6. ARDEX SK 12 tape

detail 01 - pool

surface under the slope of 1.5 %

ARDEX RG 12 epoxy le grout
mosaic les
ARDEX X77W adhesive for mosaic les
ARDEX S 7 PLUS waterproof layer
reinforced construcon

L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x60 cm ceramic
ETERNO IVICA SE0 adjustable floor support

ARDEX 8+9 waterproof layer
cement screed under the slope of 1.5%

reinforced construcon

pool

System of open fugues efficiently takes 
water and there is no need for line drain so 
it’s more economic. There are no damaged 
fugues or calcificaon on the stone paving. 

Freedom in creang different architectural 
soluons like combinaon POOL + GREEN 
ROOF + CERAMIC/STONE PAVING.

Stone paving is completely flat. Slopes in co-
nstrucon for water drain are hidden. Mobilier 
stands flat and stable on paving. 



drain ETERNO IVICA
KIT LIQUID TELESCOPIC

L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x2 cm ceramic 
ETERNO IVICA SE0 adjustable floor support
ARDEX 8+9 waterproofing layer
cement screed under the slope od 1.5%
reinforced construction

Head of the adjustable support can be 
rotated and put in different angle, and that 
is how we can make floor completely flat 
although the surface below is under slope.

detail 02- drain

paving is flat

surface und
er the slope

1. ARDEX 8+9 waterproof layer    2. drain ETERNO IVICA KIT LIQUID TELESCOPIC   3. ETERNO IVICA SE0  adjustable floor support   
4. L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x2 cm ceramic  

surface under the slope of 1.5 %
surface under the 
slope of 1.5 %



detail 03- hidden threshold

This system allows us to hide threshold (doorstep) 
of the terrace door, so than we can have clean 
walk line between interior and exterior space, 
without barriers.

Waterproofing is not loaded with other layers that 
goes over it, which is a case in classic paving systems 
(for example – ceramics on the adhesive layer).

terrace living room

water flows under the paving and goes 
to the drain by free fall

L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x2 cm ceramic
ETERNO IVICA SE0 adjustable floor support
ARDEX 8+9 waterproof layer
cement screed under the slope of 1.5 %
reinforced construction

 other layers of the interior floor
reinforced construction

L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x2 cm ceramic
ETERNO IVICA SE0 adjustable floor support

ARDEX 8+9 waterproof layer
cement screed under the slope 1.5 %

Finished floor of the room and 
terrace are on the same level.



Waterproofing layer ARDEX 8+9 in the system with tape ARDEX SK 12 is installed just below the openings on the locksmiths. In 
that way, water can easily go out and in the same me connecon between waterproofing and locksmiths is sealed.

It allows crossing between interior and exterior space with same floor levels – for example, finished floor of the 
room and terrace are on the same level.

1. ARDEX 8+9 waterproof layer   2. ARDEX SK 12 tape  3. ETERNO IVICA SEO adjustable floor support   4. L’ALTRA PIETRA 60x60x2 cm 
ceramic 

Water condensaon from the door profile can easily and invisibly go out through 
the opening on the locksmiths.


